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Abstract
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) possess extraordinary properties and were only introduced to
the world three decades ago. New applications and models of CNTs continue to surface
both in the micro and macroscopic world. CNTs’ high electric conductivity properties qualify
them for thermoelectric energy harvesting materials. The Seebeck Effect is the phenomena
behind thermoelectric energy harvesting, which entails a flow of electrical current caused
by a temperature difference between two conductors in contact with each other. By
forming a junction between an average 5μm diameter multiwalled carbon nanotube
(MWNT) yarn and 25μm diameter platinum line, we were able to produce a thermoelectric
energy harvesting system in the fashion of a liquid fuel candle. The tea-sized candle
consisted of a CNT yarn acting as a wick, where majority of the yarn was submerged in
liquid fuel - the heatsink. CNT yarn is an attractive wick candidate due to its high porosity,
capabilities of conveying fuel vertically, and thermoelectric properties. The exposed
portion of the CNT yarn was connected orthogonally to a platinum line and their junction
was the point of combustion. With the aid of a microcapillary tube, liquid fuel traveled
vertically up the CNT yarn to provide a stable flow of fuel. Our thermoelectric candle
produced a maximum power of 301nW, but when doubling the amount of CNT and
platinum the candle’s power increased to 963nW. The voltage was dependent on both the
material properties and flame relation to the junction but remained constant for a long
duration. Longer duration tests were administered to monitor the circuit’s voltage over
time. Maximizing an output voltage to a more efficient degree could be possible by
quantifying the capillary force of CNT yarn in order to better supply the ideal amount of a
specific fuel for the desired flame size. These results demonstrate candles can produce
harvestable energy in an environmentally friendly fashion, even though there might not be
a current use or storage procedure for the limited amount of energy harvested from a
single candle.

Útdráttur
Fyrir um 30 árum komu fram á sjónarsviðið svonefnd kolefnisnanórör sem eru efni sem
hafa einstaka eiginleika og bjóða upp á ýmsa hagnýtingarmöguleika. Eitt hugsanlegt
notkunarsvið fyrir þessi rör er innan varmaraftækni vegna góðrar rafleiðni þeirra. Svonefnd
Seebeck hrif hafa verið rannsökuð í þessu verkefni en þá myndast rafstraumur vegna
hitastiguls á samskeytum á milli tveggja leiðara, í þessu tilfelli platínu og
kolefnisnanórörum. Með því að tengja saman kolefnisnanóþráð sem er um 5 míkrómetrar
í þvermál og samanstendur af aragrúa kolefnisnanóröra sem vafin eru saman, við 25
míkrómetra sveran platínumvír tókst okkur að fá fram Seebeck hrif og framkalla rafstraum
vegna hitastiguls. Mismunur á hitastigi efnanna var fenginn með því að nota
kolefnisnanórörin sem kveikiþráð í kerti sem notar fljótandi eldsneyti. Á þennan hátt var
hægt að fá varmarafafl á bilinu 310-963 nW eftir því hvert þvermál leiðaranna var.
Pólspenna samskeytanna var háð styrk logans svo og efnismagninu í samskeytunum en
pólspennan var stöðug eftir að jafnvægi var náð. Það er mögulega hægt að auka pólspennu
samskeytanna enn frekar með því að betrumbæta flæði eldsneytisins upp eftir
kolefnisnanórörunum. Þessar niðurstöður sýna að kerti með kolefnisnanóþræði geta
framkallað varmarafmagn þó svo ekki séu enn fyrir hendi aðferðir til að vista þá takmörkuðu
raforku sem fæst í þessu ferli.
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Preface
The research behind this thesis was completed at Sungkyunkwan University in Suwon,
South Korea between October 2017 and April 2018. The thesis was written at the University
of Iceland between May 2018 and September 2018. It serves as a 60 ECTs thesis for
completion of a Magisters Scientiarum in Environment and Natural Resources. The purpose
of this preface is to only laminate the history of how I was able to work and be a part of
such an illuminating experiment.
In the fall of 2016 I moved to Iceland to seek nature and tranquillity after being part
of an amazing cosmology experiment for the previous 5 years. I was quickly met with wet
days that later turned into wet nights and after one dark Icelandic winter, I knew I would
not last another. I moved to South Korea in August of 2017 after being accepted for an
autumn exchange semester at Sungkyunkwan University in the city of Suwon. Initially I
enrolled in a handful of transferable graduate courses that would count towards my
Master´s Degree in Environment and Natural Resources. Unluckily, a majority of the
courses I selected were either not taught fully in English or were simply unavailable. By the
end of the Thursday of the first week of the semester I was only enrolled in two Master´s
courses until I received an email for any students interested in taking an Introduction to
Energy Sciences undergraduate course. The course was on Friday, so I enrolled and showed
up the following day.
The large contemporary classroom was in the brand-new nanotechnology building,
the N-Center and smelled of birch wood. While Professor Dongseok Suh was taking
attendance for the six students enrolled in the class, he stopped at my name and judiciously
asked, “Why are you taking my class? It says here, you are an electrical engineering
graduate student.” A little caught off guard, I explained to him my situation and he paused,
welcomed me to the class, and began the lesson. Professor Suh would later introduce
different forms of energy production in class and since I liked the way he lectured, I built
enough courage to ask him if I could volunteer in his lab. Luckily I had an electronic version
of my transcript on me and explained the previous nanotechnology work I participated in
back at UC San Diego. Professor Suh then showed me images of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
and explained most of his 14 graduate students were performing experiments with this
interesting material. After a few more minutes he introduced me to a graduate student,
Yourack Lee - I was in.
At first Professor Suh had me working on a variable capacitance energy harvesting
experiment with carbon nanotubes. I was shortly after introduced to the CNT candle
experiment. Professor Suh had initially started the experiment while a postdoc at the
University of Texas at Dallas but never managed to finish due to array of reasons including
a shortage of time and difficulty of properly quantizing the candles output voltage. I found
it interesting, so I was granted to work on it and quickly realized how challenging of
experiment it was. The candle experiment at the time involved a wax base and we would
have to draw and spin our own CNT yarn from CNT sheets we drawn from a forest to
produce a large candlewick. After attending a few weeks of Professors Suh class, I recall
one lesson describing the actual science being a variable capacitance energy harvester. He
explained how a liquid could be a dielectric medium and a light bulb immediately went off
in my head; we needed to change the candle experiment from wax to liquid fuel. Soon
after, the experiment I detail in this paper began.
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Introduction
The importance of electrical energy
The demand for energy is at its peak and will only continue to increase for the foreseeable
future. The U.S. Energy Information Association (EIA) expects the world use of energy to
increase by 28% by 2040 (IEA, 2017). Reasons behind this projected increase of energy
consumption include the expected rise in world population, future technologies, the global
shift of energy demand between developed and developing nations, and the dissolvement
of energy shortages (IEA, 2007). The projected increase in global energy demand is
however at a crossroads with the 1-2 million tons of CO projected to enter the Earth’s
atmosphere by 2100 (ICPP, 2013). The abundance of CO , along with other greenhouse
gases, in the atmosphere traps heat from escaping Earth’s atmosphere resulting in a
negative heating effect. Current expectations range the average global temperature rise to
be between 2.5-9 °C resulting in drastic environmental shifts (Brown & Caldeira, 2017)
The burning of fossil fuels is largely behind the contribution of newly released CO
in the atmosphere. According to the EIA, 62.7% of the United States’ Energy was generated
from fossil fuels in 2017 (IEA, 2017). The total amount of energy generated from fossil fuels
globally in 2015 was above 80% (Shell, 2017). The global effort to curb present and future
fossil fuel emissions in order to prevent irreversible changes to the Earth’s environment
and cycles has assisted in producing sustainable forms of energy generation such as
renewable energy. Renewable energy is expected to account for 40% of new energy
produced by 2040 (IEA, 2017). However, 68% of global energy produced today is not
covered by efficient codes or standards (IEA, 2017). A significant amount of energy is lost
due to inefficiency and because of this more attention has been focused on generating
electricity with minimal loss. A process of recovering wasted energy and converting it to
electricity is known as energy harvesting.
Energy harvesters capture energy from external sources which typically include
mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic forms of energy. The common energy harvesting
device classifications are photovoltaic, thermoelectric, and piezoelectric. These harvesters
unfortunately only yield a small amount of energy in comparison to conventional electricity
generation thus limiting their usage to small electronic devices. Wireless autonomous
devices, handheld and wearable technologies can all be powered by energy harvesters. By
2020, 50 billion “smart” devices are expected to be connected to the internet, including
small objects that could act autonomously (Cisco, 2011). Global energy harvesting market
is expected to be valued at $3.3 Billion by 2020 (Ramamurthy, 2015). In conjunction with
the demand in autonomous devices and the surge to produce efficient energy while limiting
CO produced energy, energy harvesters will not only have a demand, but additionally will
play a vital role in assisting the world with a cleaner electric infrastructure in the coming
future.
2

2

2

2
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1 The Thermoelectric Effect
The thermoelectric effect is the direct conversion of a temperature difference into
electricity. This process is commonly referred to as the Peltier-Seebeck Effect. The
thermoelectric effect actually consists of three major variations, the Seebeck Effect, the
Peltier Effect, and the Thomson Effect. Temperature differences in dissimilar conductive
materials is the reason behind the flow of electrons in all three cases. Depending on flow
of electric charge, electrons will either absorb energy or disperse energy, heat is dissipated
or absorbed. Thermoelectric devices can be precise temperature measurers, cooling
devices, and can generate electricity as well.
1.1.1 Seebeck Effect
In 1821 an Estonian born German Physicist named Thomas Johann Seebeck noticed a
compass needle would deflect if placed in proximity of a closed looped formed by two
dissimilar metal conductors made of separate materials that were maintained at different
temperatures. Seebeck observed the magnitude of the deflection to be dependent on: (1)
the temperature difference between the two conducting metals (2) the type of material of
the conductor. Initially Seebeck believed this was a result of magnetism but would quickly
realize the magnetic deflection was the direct effect of a current being induced by the
closed loop, the well-known effect of Ampere’s law. The production of this potential
difference or electromotive force (emf) is directly proportional to the temperature
difference and the material’s Seebeck coefficient.

𝐸𝑒𝑚𝑓 = −𝑆∆𝑇

(1)

𝐽 ̅ = 𝜎(−∆𝑉 + 𝐸𝑒𝑚𝑓 )

(2)

𝐽 ̅ = −𝜎∆𝑉 − 𝜎𝑆∆𝑇

(3)

Where S is the Seebeck coefficient, also known as thermopower and thermoelectric
sensitivity, a property of the material and T is the temperature gradient of the two
materials. The magnitude and direction of the emf depends on the material of the two
conductors and their temperature difference. The local current density J is then defined as:
Where σ is the local conductivity and V is the local voltage. Equation 2 can then be written
as:
In the special case where the circuit is steady, the current is zero, J = 0, and then equation
3 is reduced to:

∆𝑉 = −𝑆 ∆𝑇

(4)

Conductivity does not factor into this simple relation resulting in an effective temperature
measuring basis with great sensitivity. The thermocouple is a highly sensitive thermometer
that deduces an accurate temperature recording after measuring a voltage induced by two
conjoined dissimilar metal wires experiencing a temperature difference. In addition,
equation 4 also tells how the power generated by a thermoelectric circuit is strictly
dependent on the materials’ Seebeck coefficient and their temperature difference. Figure
1 demonstrates how a heat source can provide a temperature variance resulting in the flow
of electrical current. A semiconductor is in thermal contact with a heat source which
provides the circuit with a temperature difference. This forces the electrons in the n-type

2

region towards the cooler region. Holes in the p-region will then flow in the same direction
as the current which then allows the circuit to power a load. Providing a hotter heat source
will directly increase the energy produced. Different forms of Thermoelectric Generators
will be discussed in the next chapter.

Figure 1. Thermoelectric Effect Diagram.
1.1.2 The Peltier Effect
While studying the Seebeck effect experimentally in 1834, the French physicist named Jean
Charles Athanase Peltier observed a cooling at one junction and a heating at another
junction when an electrical current was maintained between two dissimilar metals. This
absorption and discharge of heat from one junction to another is known as the Peltier
Effect. Figure 1 depicts the Peltier Effect in the case of connecting an external power source
to the circuit to obtain a large cooling effect. For this reason, the Peltier Effect is viewed as
the inverse of the Seebeck effect. Dissimilar metal devices were later exchanged for
semiconductor devices capable of producing a larger temperature gradient and now
modern thermoelectric cooling devices include small refrigerators, portable humidifiers,
and even on satellites to offload solar heating from one side to another. The Peltier Effect
is also reversible and can be used to heat materials.

3

1.2 Thermoelectric Generators
Energy harvesting devices based on the Seebeck effect are known as Thermoelectric
Generators (TEG). Commercial TEGs are solid state devices due to the superior conductive
properties semiconductors offer. Therefore, these devices are relatively small and act in
the same manner as heat engines but differ by possessing no moving parts which allow
them to operate silently. Solid state devices are naturally small and inexpensive which allow
TEGs to be mass produced rather easily and affordably. Many handheld TEGs are simple to
install and use due to their simple two-sided connection layouts. As mentioned in the
previous section, TEGs have been studied and used onboard satellites in space which
exemplifies their durability in various environments (von Lukowicz, Schmiel, Rosenfeld,
Heisig, & Tajmar, 2015). Most importantly, TEGs utilize waste heat which ultimately makes
a system more efficient. TEGs are viewed to be still in their infancy as more applications
and innovations continue to arise. Currently used TEG devices can be found in handheld
camping devices, cars, gas pipelines, remote locations with little sun exposure, and in
space.

1.3 Thermoelectric Figure of Merit
The dimensionless figure of merit, ZT is defined as:
𝑆 2 𝜎𝑇

𝑍𝑇 =

𝜅

(5)

Where S is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the local conductivity, T is the absolute
temperature, and κ is the thermal conductivity. ZT is used as a universal scale to distinguish
a material’s ability to thermoelectrically convert heat to electrical energy. In addition, the
merit is utilized to gauge a material’s heating or cooling capabilities. Currently, Bi 2Te3 and
PdTe are the standard thermoelectric metals with ZT around 1. These materials however,
are not friendly to the environment and have low stability at high temperature (Rademann,
Raghuwanshi, & Hoell, 2016).

4

2 Carbon Nanotubes
Measuring around 4 to 30 nanometers in diameter, Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) were
introduced to the world in 1991 by Japanese physicist Sumio Iijima (Iijima, 1991). The one
atom thick CNTs are often referred to as single walled nanotubes (SWNT) since they consist
of a layer of interrelated carbon atoms (Figure 2). These SWNT carbon-based nanofiber
materials later were shown to possess both extraordinary thermal and electric
conductivity, capillarity between paralleled open tubes, and capabilities of being produced
to less than 1 nm in diameter (Ajayan & Lijima, 1993; Iijima & Ichihashi, 1993; Lukes &
Zhong, 2006; Zhan, Kuntz, Mukherjee, Zhu, & Koumoto, 2006). Multiwalled nanotubes
(MWNT), consisting of multiple hollow cylindrical layers of carbon were created shortly
afterwards. Two models of MWNTs exist, the Russian Doll and the parchment model. The
Russian Doll model (Figure 2) incorporates arranged concentric cylinders of carbon while
the parchment model is similar to a sheet of carbon being rolled like parchment paper.
MWNTs now range from 3-30 nm in diameter. In addition to these unique properties, CNTs
are also extremely flexible and have a very high tensile strength.

Figure 2. Single Walled CNT (left) and Multiwalled CNT (right) illustration (KIET, 2014).

2.1 CNT Fabrication
There are multiple ways CNTs can be produced but for this writing we will focus on
vertically-grown spinnable carbon nanotubes. Arrays of single and multiwalled carbon
nanotubes are synthesized vertically and aligned on substrates via Chemical Vapor
Deposition (CVD). MWNTs tend to grow no more than 50μm vertically but manage to
sprout to relatively identical heights as their piers (Andrews, Jacques, Qian, & Rantell,
2002). Due to their appearance, alignment, and homogeneity, arrays of CNTs are referred
to as “forests”. The growing procedure involves a hydrocarbon gas being administered to
a tubular reactor where a catalyst material rest. The catalyst material is a substrate
generally coated with a catalytic metal layer typically iron, copper, or niobium. This process
typically spans from 15-60 minutes at a high temperature capable of decomposing the
hydrocarbon vapor, usually around 600-1200°C (Kumar, 2010). The metal layer is then
fragmented, and individual islands of the metal interacts with the vapor which then
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nucleates a carbon molecule. The carbon molecules continue to form and grow vertically
in the shape of a tube. Figure 3 depicts the CNTs growing setup for the CVD. Once the
reactor is depressurized and cooled back to room temperature the CNT dish can then be
removed and is operational.
The CNTs used in this experiment were multiwalled and were synthesized in a quartz
tube 45 mm in diameter by atmospheric-pressure CVD of 5 mol % of C H in helium at 680°C,
at a total flow rate of 580 sccm for 10 minutes. A 5 nm thick iron film was used as the
catalyst which was firstly deposited on a silicon substrate via electron beam evaporation.
The multiwalled CNTs range in diameter from around 8 to 15 nm1.
2

2

Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of CVD setup for CNT Growth Procedure.

2.2 CNT Yarn
Carbon nanotubes can be drawn from their forest and spun like conventional yarn to
produce a MWNT yarn with the extraordinary properties CNTs have, but of larger
magnitude. The spinning process is very similar to drawing a thread from a silk cocoon
(Jiang, Li, & Fan, 2002). Their strength, measuring around 460 megapascals, and flexibility
remained intact after being subjected both to 450°C heating and submergence in liquid
nitrogen for an hour (M. Zhang, Atkinson, & Baughman, 2004). Twisting the MWNT after it
is being drawn allows the individual nanotubes to be binded into a macrostructure. This
1 This multiwalled CNT synthesis recipe was developed by Zhang, Atkinson, and Baughman from the NanoTech Institute

and Department of Chemistry at the University of Texas at Dallas. At Sungkyunkwan University in Suwon, South Korea,
we contracted an outside materials company to manufacture our CNTs following this recipe and specifications.
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driving force is the van der Waals interaction between long CNT bundles and
interconnecting CNTs (Kuznetsov, Fonseca, Baughman, & Zakhidov, 2011). More
specifically, the frictional forces of the MWNT act as transverse forces that strongly bind
the MWNT together once the twisting of an extrusion of the forest has begun. As the yarn
is twisted and extruded further, the tensile strength locks the MWNT into place, solidifying
the yarns shape. Figure 4 shows scanning electron microscope images depicting a MWNT
yarn being spun from CNT forest. By orthogonally drawing MWNT from its forest with
delicacy and precision, one can limit the yarn’s diameter by controlling the width of the
forest side wall.

Figure 4. SEM images of MWNT yarn being (M. Zhang et al., 2004).
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2.3 Thermoelectricity in regard to CNTs
Ideally a thermoelectric material should possess a high Seebeck coefficient, high electric
conductivity to counter Joule heating, and a low thermal conductivity to maintain a large
temperature gradient. The thermopower or Seebeck coefficient of SWNT is relatively low
but the thermopower of a single MWNT was measured to be 80 μV/K, double that of a
SWNT, in the temperature range of 10 K to 300 K (H.-L. Zhang et al., 2007). For contrast,
the semiconductor silicon has a thermopower rating of 440 μV/K while the metal gold has
a 6.5 μV/K rating. The intrinsic thermal conductivity of a single MWNT is rather high, 3,000
W/m-K (H.-L. Zhang et al., 2007). However, a MWNT yarn with a diameter of 10 μm was
measured to have a thermal conductivity of 448 W/m-K (Mayhew & Prakash, 2014). This
MWNT yarn value still remains high but CNTs possess the capability of being doped and
treated with other metals to enhance their thermoelectric properties to better suit
efficiency. CNT production costs are relatively inexpensive to other thermoelectric
materials and could possibly provide both an environmentally safe and economically viable
thermoelectric generating devices.

2.4 Usage of Carbon Nanotubes in Energy
Harvesting Experiments
2.4.1 Harvesting Electrical Energy from Carbon Nanotube Yarn
Twist
MWNT yearns were featured in the electrochemical to mechanical energy harvesting
experiments which depended on stretching and contracting the yarns to generate a voltage
difference. If a charge (Q) is injected to capacitor with elastomeric sheets by an applied
voltage (V), a voltage difference will be produced when the capacitor is stretched due to
an increase in capacitance (C), according to Q=CV. This result allows the production of
electrical energy. MWNT yarns with diameters ranging from 50 to 70 μm were twisted
continuously until completely coiled and nicknamed “Twistrons”. Each yarn carried a
capacitance < 15 F/g. Initial tests relied on an external voltage bias, but later tests
introduced a chemical potential difference by incorporating immersing the twistrons in
various electrolyte gels such as polyvinyl alcohol in hydrogen chloride. Tests involved
twistrons being naturally stretched by ocean waves, clothing textiles, and artificial muscles.
Enough energy to power a red-light emitting diode (LED) was generated during a manual
strain test. A maximum of 250 W/kg was generated by a twistron when cycled up to 30 Hz.
When normalized to harvester yarn weight, the electrical energy per mechanical cycle was
41.2 J/kg. This was a multi-institutional collaboration leaded by South Korea’s Hanyang
University and University of Texas at Dallas by Kim, Haines, and Li in 2017.
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Figure 5. Frequency vs. Peak Power & Energy Per Cycle from Harvesting electrical energy
from carbon nanotube yarn twist, for the CNT yarn coiled with a Pt wire (Kim et al., 2017).

2.4.2 Flexible and Robust Thermoelectric Generators Based on
All-Carbon Nanotube Yarn without Metal Electrodes
A multi-institutional South Korean collaboration led by Choi and Jung from the Korea
Institute of Science and Technology in Seoul successfully produced a flexible thermoelectric
generator (fTEG) with only using MWNT as the conductive material. Immediately after
synthetization, MWNT was spun into yarn with a diameter of 30 μm. The yarn was then
alternatively n- and p-doped with polyethyleneimine and FeCl before being wound around
a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with dimensions 4 x 10 x 80 mm without interconnection
of the MWNT yarn. Two sides of the PDMS were doped while the top and the bottom were
left undoped, acting as electrodes to the circuit in order to minimize resistance. An image
is shown below detailing the doping layout (Figure 6). Choi et al. were able to produce 60
and 240 PN pair fTEG (a PN pair is the alternating pairs of doped yarn around the cuboid).
The 60 PN fTEG yielded a maximum power density of 10.85 and 697μW/g at ΔT=5 and 40K,
the highest energy densities of a flexible TEG. The 240 PN model was able to successfully
power a red LED at at ΔT=50K.
3

3
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Figure 6. Diagram of Flexible Thermoelectric Generator assembly (Choi et al., 2017).

2.4.3 All-Organic Textile Thermoelectrics with CarbonNanotube-Coated n-Type Yarns
Another carbon nanotube experiment involved wearable textiles although this experiment
carried out by Chalmers University in Sweden and the University of Kentucky produced
textiles that generated electricity thermoelectrically. Silk was dyed with the conjugated
polymer: polyelectrolyte complex poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrene
sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) producing a wearable and washable conductive p-type yarn with a
Seebeck coefficient of 15 μV/K. Organic n-type yarns were produced by
coating poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) sewing threads with a nanocomposite of
MWNT and poly(N -vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP). The threads were then assembled and
connected in a PNPN series of 38 PN elements in a zig-zag shape. A temperature gradient
of ΔT ≤ 80°C was established with the usage of a hot plate and a cold plate on each end of
the coated textile. A maximum voltage of 143mV was generated with a temperature
gradient of 116°C. At 80°C power reached a maximum at 7.1nW as seen in Figure 7. The
temperature differences are however rather extreme compared to the average body
temperature and practical living climates.
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Figure 7. 38 PN Element Thermoelectric Textile (left) and ΔT vs. Voltage & Power (right)
of the textile for All-Organic Textile Thermoelectrics with Carbon Nanotube Coated n-Type
Yarns experiment (Ryan et al., 2018).

2.5 A Potential Thermoelectric CNT Candle
It is believed that Ancient Egyptians were the ones to develop the wick-based candle almost
5000 years ago. Today little to none modifications have been implemented to the candle
outside of treating the cotton wick - with the exception of adding fine wire to the wick in
order to allow the wick to maintain being upright and to disperse heat downwards to melt
wax more evenly. Still, conventional candles play a critical role in society today by providing
lighting to cathedrals and other religious buildings or sanctums across the planet, ambient
moods to dinner tables and bars, and being a common household accessory. Electric
candles have been introduced to the world, but wax and oil-based candles appear
dominant throughout the world. A CNT thermoelectric candle would not strip away a
candles authenticity since the wick would only be swapped. Early unpublished experiments
in our lab have demonstrated a thermoelectric CNT yarn wax candle is possible but difficult
to quantize the power yielded from such a device. A liquid fuel thermoelectric CNT candle
could potentially pave the way for thermoelectric candles since a single MWNT yarn can
stand as a candle wick and has the capillarity to provide fuel to a flame. Carbon nanotubes
are still relatively cheap to produce and more environmentally friendly in comparison to
other conductive materials with larger ZT. The groundwork for an elementary CNT candle
is more than warranted due to relative infancy of both the carbon nanotube and
thermoelectric generator. The ability to place these candles in series electrically only
reinforces this concept. Future discoveries and or innovations may provide a greater
emphasis on a candle thermoelectric generator. Nothing is certain, but until now this
experiment will shed light areas no candle has done before.
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3 Design and Methodology
3.1 Design
After making the decision to transition from a paraffin wax candle to a liquid fuel candle,
we needed to design a completely new candle foundation compatible with specific
properties. Various components of the candle had to be thermally isolated in addition to
fire resistant. The materials are described as the following:
3.1.1 The Cap and Base
A non-metallic cap was needed to thermally isolate the flame from the fuel as much as
possible to ensure a greater temperature difference. The cap was required to be
nonconductive as well in the event contact with a read-out Pt wire was established. We
molded caps using a natural plaster and drilled holes for the wick and fuel. A tiny hole was
also drilled into the side of the glass base, referred to as the fuel vessel, for the read-out Pt
wire to pass through. This readout hole was bunged with hot glue in order to not let fuel
leak out. This was the final iteration after a handful of earlier models.
3.1.2 Multiwalled Carbon Nanotube Yarn and Platinum Wire
MWNT yarn was outsourced from a private company in South Korea who produced the
yarn to be an average 5μm in diameter. We measured MWNT yarn out to a length of 20
cm. We then folded the CNT yarn in half and twindled the yarn until it was uniform. This
twindled CNT yarn is referred in this paper as a single CNT line. We would make double CNT
lines by measuring out the CNT twice the length and folding it twice before twiddling. A
quadruple CNT line was produced as well using this process.
The platinum wire was 25μm in diameter and consisted of 99.95% platinum. It acted
as the seconding conductive metal in the thermoelectric loop in addition to being a readout
wire on both ends of the loop. Like the CNT lines, Pt was folded and twindled to achieve
the desired portions of metals. The amount of the metal material, independent of its shape,
in contact with another metal factors into the energy generated by the Seebeck Effect.
3.1.3 Microcapillary Glass Tube
Earlier experiments involved a single line of cotton yarn twindled with the CNT or the
diameter of the CNT wick had to be extremely large to assist fuel in climbing up the CNT to
reach the flame. Both methods provided limits to accurately quantizing the power
produced from this thermoelectric generator. A microcapillary glass tube with an inner
diameter of 1.1-1.2mm was then installed to increase the capillary force of the CNT, which
allowed the experiment to operate with small diameter values of CNT yarn. Later
experiments would show the microcapillary glass tube enabled longer consistent
experiments by allowing more fuel to travel upwards in addition to keeping the CNT line
moist within the fuel vessel during long burns.
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3.2 Assembly
Each thermoelectric candle was manually assembled by hand. Once a CNT line was folded
to its appropriate size, A Pt wire was tied to one end of the CNT line by a cow hitch knot
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. (a) Cow Hitch Knot (b) CNT-Pt Junction.
This knot in particular was placed in the flame since it orientated the two wires to be
perpendicular, which allowed the CNT line to stand vertically like a normal wick. The other
end of the CNT line was fastened in the form of an overhand knot to a separate Pt line
which acted as a readout. The connected wire was then guided into the microcapillary tube
and its ends were mounted to readout wires with Elcoat silver paste. Figure 9 details the
finished thermoelectric CNT candle.
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Figure 9. Thermoelectric CNT Candle Diagram.

3.3 Fuel Selection
Earlier testing was completed with ethanol as a fuel while later testing used lighter fluid.
Based off the Seebeck Coefficient Equation, the larger the temperature difference, the
larger voltage created. The fuel in addition to having produced a high temperature flame
was then required to produce non-toxic fumes and have a high enough capillary coefficient
to make the travel up the wick. The capillary force moving the fuel up is higher with liquids
possessing high viscosities due to the simplified Washburn equation:

𝐿2 =

𝛾𝐷𝑡 cos(𝜑)
4𝜂

(6)

𝛾𝐷𝑡
4𝜂

(7)

Where L is the length of the CNT line the fuel needs to travel, γ is the viscosity of the liquid,
D is the spacing between each carbon nanotube fibre, t is the time needed, φ is the contact
angle between the fuel and the CNT line, and η is the surface tension of the CNT line. Since
the CNT line is submerged in the fuel and the candle is level, the equation is reduced to:

𝐿2 =

The viscosity of the climbing liquid is thereby important since it needs to be great enough
to travel up the CNT line at an appropriate speed. The density of a liquid fuel also factors
into the viability of climbing the CNT line. Liquid ethanol and lighter fluid met these
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requirements. We tested single wire candle systems with both liquid ethanol and Zippo
Premium Lighter Fluid (ZLF). ZLF is a hydrocarbon mixture that produces a larger flame than
ethanol and will be referred to as Naphtha in this paper.

3.4 Testing
All testing consisted of connecting a digital multimeter (DMM) in parallel with the varying
thermoelectric candle systems. Additionally, a resistor box was connected to manually
adjust the resistive load in order to appropriately gauge the power of each candle system.
Multiple resistance and voltage measurements were recorded while simultaneously being
inputted into an excel sheet that generated a graphical interpretation of the data. This
sheet generated values of electrical current by Ohm’s Law:

𝐼=

𝑉
𝑅

and values of electrical power from Joule’s Law:
𝑃 = 𝐼2 𝑅

(8)
(9)

Recordings were made incrementally until gaussian distributions were formed.
Additional data points around the peak power recordings were made to approach and
approximate the maximum power output.
3.4.1 Single and Multiple Quantitative Wire Testing
A single wire candle testing is abbreviated as CNTPt. These tests consisted of the measuring
and recording of the candle’s voltage while operating at a constant current but different
resistance values. Adding more of each material ideally would lower the thermal
conductivity of the circuit. This is the first test we conducted and is the first level of
quantizing the energy generated from the CNT thermoelectric candle since it consists of
only a single CNT line. In order to further quantize the candle’s energy output, we
incorporated a higher amount of metals. This addition of metal increases the temperature
difference which directly increases the Seebeck Coefficient and thus the energy generated
due to the thermoelectric equation. We added three more models, a single CNT line but
double Pt (CNT2Pt), a double CNT line but single Pt (2CNTPt) and both a double CNT and Pt
connection (2CNT2Pt). These models are shown below in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. (a) CNTPt Configuration (b) CNT2Pt Configuration (c) 2CNTPt Configuration (d)
2CNT2Pt Configuration. A single CNT line is used in (a) and (b) while a double CNT line is in
(c) and (d). A single Pt wire is used in (a) and (c) while a double Pt wire is in (b) and (d).

3.4.2 Parallel and Series Testing
Parallel and series tests were conducted to further quantitatively measure the energy
generated from the thermoelectric candles. Due to the minimal voltage output TEGs
produce, connective testing provides applicable insight on a summation of
thermoelectricity produced from a set of candles. The following figure (Figure 11 & 12)
detail the connection of each of the setups.

Figure 11. Parallel Connection of Two Candles.
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Figure 12. Series Connection of Two Candles.
3.4.3 Continuous Flame
Continuous testing until the flame of the candle naturally extinguished was conducted to
test the change in power/voltage overtime. Prior testing led us to believe the position of
the flame generated the discrepancies in our data. Allowing a candle to deplete its fuel
would show the ideal flame in respect to the junction in addition to providing insight of the
circuit’s stability in regard to its output voltage. This experiment involved a camera focused
on the flame to measure the size during the duration of the burn. The thermoelectric
system was placed on a scale to record the fuel consumption throughout this process. The
linkage between the maximum power generated and the flame size should ideally be
depicted in this test. Other candle preferences and limitations such as fuel usage would
also be deduced from this continuous run.
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4 Results
4.1 Quantitative Materials Testing
A single MWNT yarn and Pt wire (CNTPT) candle yielded a maximum power ~301 nW at a
voltage of ~16.0 mV. The CNTPT candle produced a maximum voltage of ~28.0 mV. Below,
Figure 14 details gaussian distribution curves of the power of each of the four
thermoelectric candles generated. By doubling the materials of a single CNTPT candle, a
2CNT2PT candle produced a maximum power of ~963 nW, more than triple the amount of
the CNPT candle. It’s voltage at max power was ~17.0 mV and had a maximum voltage of
~34.0 mV. Doubling the CNT and Pt material while leaving its partner material at the normal
quantity resulted in max power of ~781 nW and ~585 nW respectively. As expected
increasing the amount of CNT generated more power in comparison to only adding more
Pt. The actual reason for this increase is uncertain but either has to do with the overall
Seebeck value of the circuit increasing and or the CNT providing more fuel to the flame thus
altering the temperature gradient to a larger value. Doubling the CNT (2CNTPT) alone
resulted in an increase of power of almost 220%. These quantitative materials testing were
completed with liquid ethanol as a fuel.

Figure 13. Output power vs. resistance load for Quantitative Materials Testing with
Ethanol as a fuel.
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Figure 14. Diagram of Testing Setup with DMM (continuous setup differed by having an
oscilloscope in addition to the candle system being placed on a scientific scale).

4.2 Parallel and Series Connection Testing

Figure 15. Photo of two ignited Thermoelectric Candles connected in series.
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In a parallel connection, the voltage across the entire circuit is equal for every element.
Theoretically, placing two thermoelectric candles in parallel with one another would
produce results similar to our previous tests- increasing the amount of materials. Two
ethanol fueled CNTPT thermoelectric candles placed in parallel generated a maximum
power of ~2.42 µW at ~22.0 mV. The maximum voltage of the parallel circuit measured to
be ~39.0 mV. Candle-A initially produced a maximum of ~1.33 µW while Candle-B produced
~1.21 µW peak. Their power curves are detailed below in Figure 16. On the contrary,
connecting the candles in series would provide a larger resistance across the circuit thus
dissipating more power. Figure 16 details the series power output below as well.

Figure 16. Output power vs. resistance load for Parallel and Series Connection Testing with
Ethanol as a fuel.
Naphtha, Zippo Lighter Fluid, was used as a second fuel during this test with another set of
two candles (Candle-C, Candle-D). Similarly, the Naphtha fueled thermoelectric candles
produced power curves close to those that ethanol yielded (Figure 18)2. However, the
parallel connection with Naphtha generated less power than the ethanol connection by a
factor of 5. The flame produced by Naphtha is relatively higher than the flame generated
by ethanol. This could place the junction between Pt and the CNT line in a cooler region of
the flame thus yielding a smaller temperature difference for the candles. The power values
of Candle-C and Candle-D are both significantly lower than any of the previous ethanol
candles.

2

All graphs with Naphtha as the fuel contain a gray background.
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Figure 17. Output power vs. resistance load for Parallel and Series Connection Testing with
Naphtha as a fuel.

4.3 Continuous Testing
Our previous tests indicated the need to measure and observe the power generated from
a candle as the flame size fluctuates. Igniting the candle and periodically logging the voltage
until the candle dispersed would satisfy this need along with the need to test the candle’s
longevity over time in regard to power and voltage. The first continuous test resulted in the
candle burning for 2 hours and 42 minutes. Figure 18 details the voltage recording over this
period along with still images of the flame size every 1000 seconds. The average voltage
throughout this duration was 35.9 mV. However, as the flame decreased in height towards
the latter of the run, the voltage gradually gained and increased over ~40.0 mV and reached
a maximum of ~ 43.4 mV before the flame extinguished. This alludes to ΔT, the temperature
gradient increasing due to the hotter region of the candle flame shifting towards the CNTPt junction.
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Figure 18. Time-lapse (top) and output voltage vs. time for Continuous Voltage Test #1 with
Naphtha as fuel (bottom).
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Figure 19. Timelapse and output power and voltage vs. time for Continuous Voltage Test #2
with Naphtha as fuel.
The second continuous test was improved by adding an oscilloscope and a scientific scale.
A resistance was added to the circuit to measure the power. 800Ω was chosen due to the
previous power maximums located in this region. The scale assisted in measuring the
change in the candle’s weight which deduced the amount of fuel burned. The second
continuous test had a duration of 2 hours and 20 minutes while utilizing 1.82g of Naphtha
fuel. The voltage of this run peaked at 43.5mV and was generally stable throughout the
duration of the run (Figure 19). The maximum power of this run was 586nW. Figure 20
(below) details the linear rate of fuel consumption throughout the burn. The green energy
conversion curve details the amount of energy yielded by the utilized fuel in J/g. The
maximum energy conversion ratio came around 6540 seconds at 3.39 J/g. The power at
this point was 527nW. Figure 21 details the power and energy conversion curves together
where we notice a local maximum in the J/g curve but the beginning of downwards slope
for the power curve. This is the optimal region for maximizing the efficiency of the
thermoelectric candle.
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Figure 20. Fuel Consumption and Energy Conversion (Specific Energy) vs. time for
Continuous Voltage Test #2 with Naphtha as fuel.

Figure 21. Power and Energy Conversion (Specific Energy) vs. time for Continuous Voltage
Test #2 with Naphtha as fuel.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Comparisons to other CNT based Energy
Harvesting Experiments
Table 1. Energy Harvesting experiments and the respective maximum power (density) [The
Power Density values are all normalized to the yarn weight of their respective experiments
except the fTEG experiment].
Experiment

Power Density

Maximum Power

Thermoelectric CNT Candle (A)

2.53 ± 0.53 W/kg 3

1330 nW

CNT Yarn Twist (Pt coil)

250 W/kg

-

CNT fTEG (60 PN)

0.000697 W/kg

-

CNT Coated Textile

n/a

7.1 nW

The thermoelectric CNT candle (Candle A was a 2CNT2PT configuration) in contrast to other
energy harvesting experiments using MWNT provided a receptive power density. The
estimated 2.53 ± 0.53 W/kg value was normalized to only include the weight of the Pt and
CNT. In relation to the CNT yarn twistron with an inner platinum coil, our thermoelectric
candle was only two orders of magnitude away from equaling the twistrons power
capabilities. Both the flexible 60 PN TEG and coated textiles generated small power outputs
in comparison to the candle, however, greatly increasing the amount of PN pairs on both
energy harvesters would likely increase the power output of both systems. Likewise, the
thermoelectric candle we produced can increase the amount of CNT and Pt used and also
place more in parallel connection to generate greater power outputs. These results stand
as only introductory results as more thermoelectric candle experiments with different
materials are currently being conducted at the time of writing this paper.

5.2 Limitations and Ideas for Future Areas of
Experiments
The thermoelectric candle experiment yielded multiple problems throughout the
experiments we carried out. Limitations will be discussed in this section of the chapter in
addition to providing ideas to the future area of experiments for the thermoelectric candle.
3

This value was estimated with known density of our MWNT yarn and Pt to estimate the weight of the CNT-Pt connection in order to
provide a comparable power density. Due to limited availability of the high precision scale, limited amount of MWNT yarn, and limited
time I had in South Korea, a proper measurement was not conducted.
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Our experiment was an elementary step in providing the world with a smart
environmentally friendly candle capable of providing energy or a step in providing a
different type of idea to the energy harvesting sector. Nonetheless, here are the
suggestions and goals for the next experiments:
5.2.1 Cap Modifications
Ethanol and Naphtha both evaporate at room temperature relatively fast. Designing a new
cap with modifications to completely airlock the fuel vessel should be easily achievable with
a rubber stopper admitted to the bottom of the cap. Refueling needs to be taken in
consideration during this modification.
5.2.2 Junction Modifications
Throughout our experiments we encountered trials where the CNT-Pt junction was not
secure due to a loose cow hitch knot. Figure 22 details this in a scanning electron
microscope photograph. Either a new form of bonding or interlocking the two materials
needs to be incorporated in the manufacturing of these candles. The cow hitch knot was
favored due to its material only connection.

Figure 22. SEM image of a loose CNT-Pt junction used at the point of combustion. Pt is the
smoother material.
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5.2.3 Microcapillary Tube Isolation
Since the microcapillary tube is in direct contact with the fuel, the total volume amount of
liquid fuel plays potentially a large factor in the total amount of power generated. Heat
from the candle flame is thermally conducted down through the glass microcapillary tube
and disperses into the liquid fuel, which over time sequentially increases the overall
temperature of the liquid fuel until thermal equilibrium is met. This is an issue since the
liquid fuel along with its vessel are intended to be an isolated heatsink in this thermoelectric
loop. Maintaining an isolated cool heat sink in relation to the candle flame is optimal for
obtaining the maximal power output. An idea to combat this heat leak include insulating
the portion of the microcapillary tube that is exposed to the liquid fuel.
5.2.4 Incremental Junction Adjuster
The time lapse data set revealed the power inversely increased as the size of the flame
decreased. The fuel consumption lowered the flame indirectly due to the shortage of
capillary force guiding the fuel up the wick - a direct result of decreasing fuel volume. The
importance of the CNT-Pt junction location in relation to the flame’s hottest layers was
explicitly shown in this time lapse dataset. The maximum power was achieved midway
through the experiment and was not constant. Aiming for a constant maximum power
output candle would require a constant pressure in the fuel vessel. An incremental wick
moving device could also be another solution however but would not be feasible for this
current assembly.

5.2.5 Measuring the Temperature Gradient ΔT
Measuring the temperature gradient between the junction and heatsink is the single most
important measurement needed moving forward with this experiment. The temperature
gradient would allow the formulation of the experiment and solve exactly how doubling
the materials actually affects the output energy of the system. This may not be such an
easy task due to the miniscule size of the junction and its location in the various region of
the flame. Additionally, the liquid fuel heatsink should be at room temperature but since
heat does dissipate downwards, this needs to be measured. The flame’s temperature as
well needs to be measured during a continuous trial to properly gauge ΔT in a better effort
to find the ideal junction placement for the thermoelectric candle.
5.2.6 Capillary Coefficient of CNT Yarn
The capillary coefficient of the MWNT yarn used in the experiment was unsuccessfully
attempted to be experimentally deduced. Knowing the capillary force of the MWNT yarn
could largely benefit the power output by making more precise schematic decisions. The
chosen diameter of the wick for example, would be based on how much fuel it could convey
to the flame to provide the ideal sized flame and temperature. The capillary force
coefficient of MWNT yarn would open the usages of other types of fuels while setting a
limit on future special fuel blends for this experiment.
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5.2.7 Treating CNT
A majority of the CNT energy harvesting experiments we discussed doped their MWNT.
Treating out MWNT yarn would likely increase our power out significantly. There are a
variety of doping methods that are achievable, and worth being evaluated. In addition to
doping, physically modifying the CNTs’ structure could greaten the capillary force, thus
allowing fuels with larger densities to convey upwards. Making the CNT hydrophilic is also
a possibility.
5.2.8 Material Adjustments and Switching Platinum with another
Material
We expect both the efficiency and power of the candle would increase if decreasing length
adjustments would be made to the materials due to the high thermal conductivity. By
shortening the length, the material wires, less heat should be dissipated allowing the
temperature at the junction to remain high. Also, platinum does not have a high Seebeck
coefficient as is an expensive metal for this candle’s purpose. Other metals and materials
need to be evaluated and trialed despite there not being a large range of materials both
with high temperature stability and capable of withstanding the candle’s flame for long
periods of time without being burned out. Similar to Choi et al.’s flexible TEG, a MWNT yarn
only thermoelectric device is possible as well for our candle if one of the thermocoupled
yarns is doped. Conversely, there are numerous amounts of materials capable of being
used in this experiment that do not need to be paired with CNT. The thermoelectric candle
can work without CNT but, CNT is the favorable choice due to its environmental
friendliness, wide range of properties, and capabilities when being doped or treated.
5.2.9 Wet Spun CNT
Advances in mass producing CNT yarn have been made with the introduction of wet
spinning CNT yarn. If an advancement is made in the power output generated by a
thermoelectric candle, wet spun CNT yarn is likely to be the best way to manufacture CNT
based candles in mass production
5.2.10

Fuel Selection

Additionally, fuels capable of yielding flames with higher temperatures, could pay large
dividends in regard to increasing the temperature gradient. As mentioned before, learning
more about the capillary force relative to MWNT yarn is critical in selecting fuels. Once the
capillary coefficient is achieved, fuels could be tailored towards maximizing the
temperature of a flame and could even chemically react with the second material upon
contact to only increase the temperature gradient.

5.2.11

Potential Electrochemical Generator
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Before our final candle configuration, we initially began with both Pt readout wires entering
the liquid bath as a thermoelectric generator scientifically should (Figure 23). However, we
encountered a form of chemical reaction with the Pt, CNT, and ethanol that resulted in a
chemical potential similar to a battery. The current however, flowed in the opposite way
of our Seebeck current thus minimizing our total voltage output. If there was a way to
generate a chemical potential with current in the same direction as our Seebeck current, it
would likely generate a favorable power output. Researching this phenomenon could be
valuable.

Figure 23. Initial configuration of Thermoelectric Candle with electrochemical potential
generating a current flowing in the opposite direction as the thermoelectric current.

5.3 Reusability
Ideally these candles would be operable and functional for a long duration of time in
addition to being reusable. Throughout our experiment, the candle flame burned and
disconnected the CNT yarn due to not enough fuel being conveyed up the CNT line or the
material’s junction was placed too close in proximity of the flames hottest region thus
evaporating the fuel quickly and burning the CNT (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. SEM image of a burned disconnected MWNT yarn (right zoomed x1000).
This only reinforces the need to study the temperature gradient throughout the flame.
Figure 25 details this region, but laboratory measurements need to be conducted in order
to scientifically achieve the proper placement of the junction.
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Figure 25. Ethanol boundary layer diffusion flame (Singh, 2015).

5.4 Future Applications
In a future energy dependent world where every volt matters, plugging these candles into
a communal grid of a building will not be a hassle. Every traditional candle would then be
only contributing to energy waste. Although the power generated from a CNT candle is
extremely low, it is not infinitesimal. The results of this experiment show it is possible to
generate power from CNT candles at a rather high efficiency. These results will hopefully
warrant future modifications and developments to the thermoelectric candle.
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6 Conclusion
The multiwalled carbon nanotube yarn thermoelectric candle successfully generated
power scalable to other energy harvesting experiments involving CNTs. The maximum
963nW power generated from a 2CNT2PT candle is only an elementary measurement in
comparison to the potential thermoelectric candles hold. Our groundwork in contrast with
other experiments proved a thermoelectric candle is worth developing due to the
environmental and efficiency benefits tethered to it. As mentioned before, more work on
this project is currently underway. Similarly, more work in the energy harvesting sector is
occurring as the sector expands. Future technologies and practices will soon arrive. The
thermoelectric candle may very well be one of them in a future converging towards a higher
energy demand.
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